
Navigating the inventory challenges of today. 
PLANNING FOR A BRIGHTER TOMORROW.

OWENS & MINOR PHYSICAL INVENTORY

The unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic has completely disrupted physical inventory levels at every hospital. With the 
cancellation of elective surgeries and a focus on treating the virus while protecting employees and others, inventory levels are 
out of alignment. In addition, the focus of inventory managers has been redirected to obtaining necessary supplies to fight the 
spread of the virus instead of maintaining supplies at PAR, counts on hand, and other inventory metrics.  

Many providers are beginning to see the trend toward an end to the current crisis and realize the need to right-size inventory 
levels to plan for future care.  There has never been a better time to benefit from Owens & Minor’s Physical Inventory service.

To learn how Owens & Minor can partner with you to solve your unique challenges and take your supply 
chain to new levels of efficiency, contact us at omlearnmore@owens-minor.com or 1-866-935-0798.

9120 Lockwood Blvd., Mechanicsville, VA 23116  |  owens-minor.com

WE’LL TAKE CARE OF THE INVENTORY SO YOU CAN TAKE CARE OF PATIENTS. 

Owens & Minor Physical Inventory provides an accurate, cost-effective alternative to completing a physical inventory. We 
supply the manpower and resources so you don’t have to. Whether it’s a single department like a cath lab or an entire hospital 
or even a Pharmacy, experts skilled in hospital protocols and operations work on-site to give you detailed information on your 
existing inventory and identify ways to improve how you manage, store and order it. 
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HOW IT WORKS

REAL-TIME INVENTORY SUPPORT, INCLUDING:
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